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MOTIVATION

slow moving/ 
highly ionizing 
prompt track

Long-lived particle

decays 

Heavy Stable 
Charged Particles 

(HSCPs) 

Soft-Unclustered 
Energy Patterns 

(SUEPs) 

displaced jets/ 
leptons

large multiplicity  
of soft tracks

Tracks often most distinctive 
feature of exotic signatures 

Challenge for ATLAS/CMS trigger 
No tracking @L1 

limited tracking @HLT

Will change at the HL-LHC!
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THIS STUDY
Goal: Determine best track-
trigger parameters for wide 
range of exotic signatures
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for benchmark processes. From left to right: SUEPs, Higgs
portal, and long-lived staus. [TODO: make subfigures, and add text describing
which signature corresponds to which model?]

SUEPs are a possible experimental signatures arising from a hidden valley with a dark
SU(N) sector [2, 8]. The hidden valley is connected to the Standard Model by a mediator,
�, with a mass much greater than the mass splittings amongst the dark sector particles.
Energy from the production of the mediator is distributed amongst a large multiplicity of
light dark hadrons. Dark hadrons may decay to Standard Model particles with a range
of possible lifetimes. The ’t Hooft coupling of the dark sector, �D ⌘ ↵DNCD , determines
the angular emission of partons during showering. In the case that this coupling is large,
dark mesons will be isotropically distributed in the mediator’s rest frame. The model used
here assumes large ’t Hooft coupling and prompt decay of a single flavor of dark mesons to
Standard Model particles. This model results in a final state which is very di�cult for the
trigger to distinguish from pile-up, unless the many soft tracks can be reconstructed and
associated to a pp-collision of interest.

The model which will be referred to generically as a “Higgs portal” in this paper explores
the well-motivated possibility that the SM Higgs boson acts as a mediator to a hidden sector
through mixing with a new neutral scalar [9, 10, 11]. If the only available decay channel
for the dark scalar is via its (small) mixing with the Higgs, this process will be suppressed
and the scalar will travel a macroscopic distance before decaying. The branching ratio for
the decay of dark scalars follows those of the Higgs, restricted by their mass. The specific
model implemented here introduces a dark U(1) gauge group with a dark Higgs potential,
leading to a total of two new particles, but of which only the scalar is considered in practice.
This model provides a good benchmark for a wide variety of Higgs portal scenarios, which
will be a high priority target for the HL-LHC. The physical signature of this model is
groups of displaced tracks arising from decay of the long-lived scalars into SM particles.
These tracks generally have low pT and the light mass of the scalar means the tracks tend
to have modest impact parameters even when the scalar decays at a high radius.

The third model is direct production of staus in a gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
(GMSB) SUSY model [12, 13, 14]. While some GMSB slepton models take the three
sleptons to be mass-degenerate, here the stau alone is taken to be the next-to-lightest
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for benchmark processes. From left to right: SUEPs, Higgs
portal, and long-lived staus. [TODO: make subfigures, and add text describing
which signature corresponds to which model?]

SUEPs are a possible experimental signatures arising from a hidden valley with a dark
SU(N) sector [2, 8]. The hidden valley is connected to the Standard Model by a mediator,
�, with a mass much greater than the mass splittings amongst the dark sector particles.
Energy from the production of the mediator is distributed amongst a large multiplicity of
light dark hadrons. Dark hadrons may decay to Standard Model particles with a range
of possible lifetimes. The ’t Hooft coupling of the dark sector, �D ⌘ ↵DNCD , determines
the angular emission of partons during showering. In the case that this coupling is large,
dark mesons will be isotropically distributed in the mediator’s rest frame. The model used
here assumes large ’t Hooft coupling and prompt decay of a single flavor of dark mesons to
Standard Model particles. This model results in a final state which is very di�cult for the
trigger to distinguish from pile-up, unless the many soft tracks can be reconstructed and
associated to a pp-collision of interest.

The model which will be referred to generically as a “Higgs portal” in this paper explores
the well-motivated possibility that the SM Higgs boson acts as a mediator to a hidden sector
through mixing with a new neutral scalar [9, 10, 11]. If the only available decay channel
for the dark scalar is via its (small) mixing with the Higgs, this process will be suppressed
and the scalar will travel a macroscopic distance before decaying. The branching ratio for
the decay of dark scalars follows those of the Higgs, restricted by their mass. The specific
model implemented here introduces a dark U(1) gauge group with a dark Higgs potential,
leading to a total of two new particles, but of which only the scalar is considered in practice.
This model provides a good benchmark for a wide variety of Higgs portal scenarios, which
will be a high priority target for the HL-LHC. The physical signature of this model is
groups of displaced tracks arising from decay of the long-lived scalars into SM particles.
These tracks generally have low pT and the light mass of the scalar means the tracks tend
to have modest impact parameters even when the scalar decays at a high radius.

The third model is direct production of staus in a gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
(GMSB) SUSY model [12, 13, 14]. While some GMSB slepton models take the three
sleptons to be mass-degenerate, here the stau alone is taken to be the next-to-lightest
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for benchmark processes. From left to right: SUEPs, Higgs
portal, and long-lived staus. [TODO: make subfigures, and add text describing
which signature corresponds to which model?]

SUEPs are a possible experimental signatures arising from a hidden valley with a dark
SU(N) sector [2, 8]. The hidden valley is connected to the Standard Model by a mediator,
�, with a mass much greater than the mass splittings amongst the dark sector particles.
Energy from the production of the mediator is distributed amongst a large multiplicity of
light dark hadrons. Dark hadrons may decay to Standard Model particles with a range
of possible lifetimes. The ’t Hooft coupling of the dark sector, �D ⌘ ↵DNCD , determines
the angular emission of partons during showering. In the case that this coupling is large,
dark mesons will be isotropically distributed in the mediator’s rest frame. The model used
here assumes large ’t Hooft coupling and prompt decay of a single flavor of dark mesons to
Standard Model particles. This model results in a final state which is very di�cult for the
trigger to distinguish from pile-up, unless the many soft tracks can be reconstructed and
associated to a pp-collision of interest.

The model which will be referred to generically as a “Higgs portal” in this paper explores
the well-motivated possibility that the SM Higgs boson acts as a mediator to a hidden sector
through mixing with a new neutral scalar [9, 10, 11]. If the only available decay channel
for the dark scalar is via its (small) mixing with the Higgs, this process will be suppressed
and the scalar will travel a macroscopic distance before decaying. The branching ratio for
the decay of dark scalars follows those of the Higgs, restricted by their mass. The specific
model implemented here introduces a dark U(1) gauge group with a dark Higgs potential,
leading to a total of two new particles, but of which only the scalar is considered in practice.
This model provides a good benchmark for a wide variety of Higgs portal scenarios, which
will be a high priority target for the HL-LHC. The physical signature of this model is
groups of displaced tracks arising from decay of the long-lived scalars into SM particles.
These tracks generally have low pT and the light mass of the scalar means the tracks tend
to have modest impact parameters even when the scalar decays at a high radius.

The third model is direct production of staus in a gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
(GMSB) SUSY model [12, 13, 14]. While some GMSB slepton models take the three
sleptons to be mass-degenerate, here the stau alone is taken to be the next-to-lightest
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Evaluate event-level efficiencies 
for a range of track trigger 

parameters
Acceptance

Charged

Status = 1

|η| < 1.0, 2.5, 4.0

Traverses sufficient nlayers

Efficiency
pT > 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 GeV

|d0| < 10, 20, 50, 100 mm

Per-track selection:

Per-event selection:

nTrack ≥ XSTRATEGY

Truth-level accounting for 
realistic effects 

Assumes ATLAS/CMS 
geometry

*more info in paper!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07314
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for benchmark processes. From left to right: SUEPs, Higgs
portal, and long-lived staus. [TODO: make subfigures, and add text describing
which signature corresponds to which model?]

SUEPs are a possible experimental signatures arising from a hidden valley with a dark
SU(N) sector [2, 8]. The hidden valley is connected to the Standard Model by a mediator,
�, with a mass much greater than the mass splittings amongst the dark sector particles.
Energy from the production of the mediator is distributed amongst a large multiplicity of
light dark hadrons. Dark hadrons may decay to Standard Model particles with a range
of possible lifetimes. The ’t Hooft coupling of the dark sector, �D ⌘ ↵DNCD , determines
the angular emission of partons during showering. In the case that this coupling is large,
dark mesons will be isotropically distributed in the mediator’s rest frame. The model used
here assumes large ’t Hooft coupling and prompt decay of a single flavor of dark mesons to
Standard Model particles. This model results in a final state which is very di�cult for the
trigger to distinguish from pile-up, unless the many soft tracks can be reconstructed and
associated to a pp-collision of interest.

The model which will be referred to generically as a “Higgs portal” in this paper explores
the well-motivated possibility that the SM Higgs boson acts as a mediator to a hidden sector
through mixing with a new neutral scalar [9, 10, 11]. If the only available decay channel
for the dark scalar is via its (small) mixing with the Higgs, this process will be suppressed
and the scalar will travel a macroscopic distance before decaying. The branching ratio for
the decay of dark scalars follows those of the Higgs, restricted by their mass. The specific
model implemented here introduces a dark U(1) gauge group with a dark Higgs potential,
leading to a total of two new particles, but of which only the scalar is considered in practice.
This model provides a good benchmark for a wide variety of Higgs portal scenarios, which
will be a high priority target for the HL-LHC. The physical signature of this model is
groups of displaced tracks arising from decay of the long-lived scalars into SM particles.
These tracks generally have low pT and the light mass of the scalar means the tracks tend
to have modest impact parameters even when the scalar decays at a high radius.

The third model is direct production of staus in a gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
(GMSB) SUSY model [12, 13, 14]. While some GMSB slepton models take the three
sleptons to be mass-degenerate, here the stau alone is taken to be the next-to-lightest
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 ≥ 1 prompt track

Geometric Acceptance

η = most important parameter 
reduce nLayers: modest improvement for 1-10 ns lifetimes
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for benchmark processes. From left to right: SUEPs, Higgs
portal, and long-lived staus. [TODO: make subfigures, and add text describing
which signature corresponds to which model?]

SUEPs are a possible experimental signatures arising from a hidden valley with a dark
SU(N) sector [2, 8]. The hidden valley is connected to the Standard Model by a mediator,
�, with a mass much greater than the mass splittings amongst the dark sector particles.
Energy from the production of the mediator is distributed amongst a large multiplicity of
light dark hadrons. Dark hadrons may decay to Standard Model particles with a range
of possible lifetimes. The ’t Hooft coupling of the dark sector, �D ⌘ ↵DNCD , determines
the angular emission of partons during showering. In the case that this coupling is large,
dark mesons will be isotropically distributed in the mediator’s rest frame. The model used
here assumes large ’t Hooft coupling and prompt decay of a single flavor of dark mesons to
Standard Model particles. This model results in a final state which is very di�cult for the
trigger to distinguish from pile-up, unless the many soft tracks can be reconstructed and
associated to a pp-collision of interest.

The model which will be referred to generically as a “Higgs portal” in this paper explores
the well-motivated possibility that the SM Higgs boson acts as a mediator to a hidden sector
through mixing with a new neutral scalar [9, 10, 11]. If the only available decay channel
for the dark scalar is via its (small) mixing with the Higgs, this process will be suppressed
and the scalar will travel a macroscopic distance before decaying. The branching ratio for
the decay of dark scalars follows those of the Higgs, restricted by their mass. The specific
model implemented here introduces a dark U(1) gauge group with a dark Higgs potential,
leading to a total of two new particles, but of which only the scalar is considered in practice.
This model provides a good benchmark for a wide variety of Higgs portal scenarios, which
will be a high priority target for the HL-LHC. The physical signature of this model is
groups of displaced tracks arising from decay of the long-lived scalars into SM particles.
These tracks generally have low pT and the light mass of the scalar means the tracks tend
to have modest impact parameters even when the scalar decays at a high radius.

The third model is direct production of staus in a gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
(GMSB) SUSY model [12, 13, 14]. While some GMSB slepton models take the three
sleptons to be mass-degenerate, here the stau alone is taken to be the next-to-lightest
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 ≥ 1 prompt track High pT → negligible loss of efficiency 

CMS-style timing layer = additional handle to reject background

Highly efficient!
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Signature:

≥ 1 or 2  

displaced tracks  
|d0|>1mm
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for benchmark processes. From left to right: SUEPs, Higgs
portal, and long-lived staus. [TODO: make subfigures, and add text describing
which signature corresponds to which model?]

SUEPs are a possible experimental signatures arising from a hidden valley with a dark
SU(N) sector [2, 8]. The hidden valley is connected to the Standard Model by a mediator,
�, with a mass much greater than the mass splittings amongst the dark sector particles.
Energy from the production of the mediator is distributed amongst a large multiplicity of
light dark hadrons. Dark hadrons may decay to Standard Model particles with a range
of possible lifetimes. The ’t Hooft coupling of the dark sector, �D ⌘ ↵DNCD , determines
the angular emission of partons during showering. In the case that this coupling is large,
dark mesons will be isotropically distributed in the mediator’s rest frame. The model used
here assumes large ’t Hooft coupling and prompt decay of a single flavor of dark mesons to
Standard Model particles. This model results in a final state which is very di�cult for the
trigger to distinguish from pile-up, unless the many soft tracks can be reconstructed and
associated to a pp-collision of interest.

The model which will be referred to generically as a “Higgs portal” in this paper explores
the well-motivated possibility that the SM Higgs boson acts as a mediator to a hidden sector
through mixing with a new neutral scalar [9, 10, 11]. If the only available decay channel
for the dark scalar is via its (small) mixing with the Higgs, this process will be suppressed
and the scalar will travel a macroscopic distance before decaying. The branching ratio for
the decay of dark scalars follows those of the Higgs, restricted by their mass. The specific
model implemented here introduces a dark U(1) gauge group with a dark Higgs potential,
leading to a total of two new particles, but of which only the scalar is considered in practice.
This model provides a good benchmark for a wide variety of Higgs portal scenarios, which
will be a high priority target for the HL-LHC. The physical signature of this model is
groups of displaced tracks arising from decay of the long-lived scalars into SM particles.
These tracks generally have low pT and the light mass of the scalar means the tracks tend
to have modest impact parameters even when the scalar decays at a high radius.

The third model is direct production of staus in a gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
(GMSB) SUSY model [12, 13, 14]. While some GMSB slepton models take the three
sleptons to be mass-degenerate, here the stau alone is taken to be the next-to-lightest
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d0 more impactful than pT threshold 
Consistent with expectations for high mass leptonic decay

Takeaways

vary pT vary d0 
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for benchmark processes. From left to right: SUEPs, Higgs
portal, and long-lived staus. [TODO: make subfigures, and add text describing
which signature corresponds to which model?]

SUEPs are a possible experimental signatures arising from a hidden valley with a dark
SU(N) sector [2, 8]. The hidden valley is connected to the Standard Model by a mediator,
�, with a mass much greater than the mass splittings amongst the dark sector particles.
Energy from the production of the mediator is distributed amongst a large multiplicity of
light dark hadrons. Dark hadrons may decay to Standard Model particles with a range
of possible lifetimes. The ’t Hooft coupling of the dark sector, �D ⌘ ↵DNCD , determines
the angular emission of partons during showering. In the case that this coupling is large,
dark mesons will be isotropically distributed in the mediator’s rest frame. The model used
here assumes large ’t Hooft coupling and prompt decay of a single flavor of dark mesons to
Standard Model particles. This model results in a final state which is very di�cult for the
trigger to distinguish from pile-up, unless the many soft tracks can be reconstructed and
associated to a pp-collision of interest.

The model which will be referred to generically as a “Higgs portal” in this paper explores
the well-motivated possibility that the SM Higgs boson acts as a mediator to a hidden sector
through mixing with a new neutral scalar [9, 10, 11]. If the only available decay channel
for the dark scalar is via its (small) mixing with the Higgs, this process will be suppressed
and the scalar will travel a macroscopic distance before decaying. The branching ratio for
the decay of dark scalars follows those of the Higgs, restricted by their mass. The specific
model implemented here introduces a dark U(1) gauge group with a dark Higgs potential,
leading to a total of two new particles, but of which only the scalar is considered in practice.
This model provides a good benchmark for a wide variety of Higgs portal scenarios, which
will be a high priority target for the HL-LHC. The physical signature of this model is
groups of displaced tracks arising from decay of the long-lived scalars into SM particles.
These tracks generally have low pT and the light mass of the scalar means the tracks tend
to have modest impact parameters even when the scalar decays at a high radius.

The third model is direct production of staus in a gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
(GMSB) SUSY model [12, 13, 14]. While some GMSB slepton models take the three
sleptons to be mass-degenerate, here the stau alone is taken to be the next-to-lightest
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|d0|>1mm
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Most important: low pT threshold with non-zero d0 range 
Consistent with expectations for low mass hadronic decay
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Takeaways
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Signature:

High multiplicity of 

prompt tracks

SUEPS Key features

Most important: as low pT threshold as possible 
Other potential handles: characteristic event shape & HT
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for benchmark processes. From left to right: SUEPs, Higgs
portal, and long-lived staus. [TODO: make subfigures, and add text describing
which signature corresponds to which model?]

SUEPs are a possible experimental signatures arising from a hidden valley with a dark
SU(N) sector [2, 8]. The hidden valley is connected to the Standard Model by a mediator,
�, with a mass much greater than the mass splittings amongst the dark sector particles.
Energy from the production of the mediator is distributed amongst a large multiplicity of
light dark hadrons. Dark hadrons may decay to Standard Model particles with a range
of possible lifetimes. The ’t Hooft coupling of the dark sector, �D ⌘ ↵DNCD , determines
the angular emission of partons during showering. In the case that this coupling is large,
dark mesons will be isotropically distributed in the mediator’s rest frame. The model used
here assumes large ’t Hooft coupling and prompt decay of a single flavor of dark mesons to
Standard Model particles. This model results in a final state which is very di�cult for the
trigger to distinguish from pile-up, unless the many soft tracks can be reconstructed and
associated to a pp-collision of interest.

The model which will be referred to generically as a “Higgs portal” in this paper explores
the well-motivated possibility that the SM Higgs boson acts as a mediator to a hidden sector
through mixing with a new neutral scalar [9, 10, 11]. If the only available decay channel
for the dark scalar is via its (small) mixing with the Higgs, this process will be suppressed
and the scalar will travel a macroscopic distance before decaying. The branching ratio for
the decay of dark scalars follows those of the Higgs, restricted by their mass. The specific
model implemented here introduces a dark U(1) gauge group with a dark Higgs potential,
leading to a total of two new particles, but of which only the scalar is considered in practice.
This model provides a good benchmark for a wide variety of Higgs portal scenarios, which
will be a high priority target for the HL-LHC. The physical signature of this model is
groups of displaced tracks arising from decay of the long-lived scalars into SM particles.
These tracks generally have low pT and the light mass of the scalar means the tracks tend
to have modest impact parameters even when the scalar decays at a high radius.

The third model is direct production of staus in a gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking
(GMSB) SUSY model [12, 13, 14]. While some GMSB slepton models take the three
sleptons to be mass-degenerate, here the stau alone is taken to be the next-to-lightest
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TRENDS

Sensitivity to pT

Sensitivity to d0

HSCPs High Mass/

Leptonic LLP

Low Mass/

Hadronic LLP SUEP

Low Low Medium High

Low High Medium Low

figure: tova holmes
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CONCLUSIONS

Possible to cover a wide range of unconventional signatures  
given realistic constraints!

1/pT
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SUEPs
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Increase 
combinatorics

figure: tova holmes
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THANK 
YOU!
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DISPLACED 
LEPTONS

Vary pT

𝗇𝖳𝗋𝖺𝖼𝗄 ≥ 𝟤
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DISPLACED 
LEPTONS

Vary d0

𝗇𝖳𝗋𝖺𝖼𝗄 ≥ 𝟤
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Vary pTHIGGS 
PORTAL

𝗇𝖳𝗋𝖺𝖼𝗄 ≥ 𝟧
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HIGGS 
PORTAL

Vary d0

𝗇𝖳𝗋𝖺𝖼𝗄 ≥ 𝟧
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SUEP EFFICIENCIES
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CMS STYLE TIMING LAYER
‣ Use PV position & 4-vector to find hit location & hit time 
‣ Ignore path length from B-field (safe for tracks with pT > 10 GeV) 
‣ Smear to account for different contributions to hit & origin timestamps

beamspot time: gaussian with σ = 200 ps (dominant) 
beamspot z0: gaussian with σ = 50 mm 

timing hit resolution: gaussian with σ = 50 ps

hit location in rxy,z hit time versus distance measured β - true β
with different  

smearing 
contributions
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Our assumption: know track z0 but not origin (time of pp-collision)

HSCP TIMING


